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The CariCOOS DMAC Team: Roles and Responsibilities

Jorge E. Capella, PhD
- DMAC Coordinator
- jorge.capella@upr.edu
- (787) 590-9426 or (787) 832-4040 x6288
- Dr. Capella is CariCOOS’ DMAC Lead and as such is responsible for the overall management and coordination of DMAC activities handled by the DMAC Team. He is the primary CariCOOS DMAC point of contact for data providers, data stakeholders, IOOS PO DMAC and for the community of DMAC Leads across the nation. Dr. Capella represents CariCOOS at the annual IOOS DMAC meeting. He also collaborates occasionally on web product development.

Juan Gonzalez, PhD
- Modeler, DMAC Developer
- juan.gonzalez4@upr.edu
- or (787) 832-4040 x5229
- Dr. Gonzalez is our secondary DMAC Lead and our main developer/programmer. He is our cloud computing advisor in charge of directing our current migration of computational assets to Amazon Web Services (AWS). He also engaged on web product development.

Jose R. Torres
- IT Systems Administrator
- jose.torres111@upr.edu
- (787) 832-4040 x6288
- Mr. Torres is in charge of IT operations and maintenance for CariCOOS. He is responsible for the technical specifications, purchasing, installation and maintenance of all CariCOOS DMAC servers and of accessory networking and communications hardware and software. He is also instrumental in our migration of computational assets to AWS.